Abstract-We measured simultaneously the spectral albedo of ten Scots pine shoots and the needles constituting the shoots. Next, we used the spectral information to calculate the photochemical reflectance index (PRI) which allows to retrieve photosynthetic productivity from imaging spectroscopy data. We showed that PRI can be scaled from needle to shoot level using a strictly positive scaling factor. The scaling factor is a function of photon recollision probability and the harmonic mean of needle spectral albedos at the wavelengths used in the index. The method is applicable to other normalized difference indices, as demonstrated here using normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). At shoot level, both PRI and NDVI depend on the angle between view and illumination directions. This anisotropy, however, is not a direct function of scattering angle.
I. INTRODUCTION
L EAF-LEVEL photosynthetic efficiency can be estimated by measuring leaf reflectance at 531 nm [1] . This spectral region reveals physiological adaptations aimed at coping with excess photosynthetically active radiation: interconversion of the xanthophyll cycle pigments, and reversible chloroplast conformation changes. Thus, the photochemical reflectance index (1) was proposed, where is leaf spectral albedo and the number in parentheses denotes wavelength in nanometers. In (1) , 570 nm is a reference wavelength used to reduce the effect of natural variation in leaf optical properties on the value of the index. The usefulness of PRI has been demonstrated for interpreting canopy level spectroradiometric measurements [2] as well as remote sensing data [3] . PRI is considered one of the most promising candidates for retrieving information on photosynthetic activity from space [4] . Monitoring photosynthesis from satellites requires scaling the PRI measured for the whole vegetation canopy to the level of a single leaf (or, in the case of conifers, a needle), where the connection between light absorption at 531 nm and xantophyll cycle pigments has been established. Unfortunately, the value of PRI recorded by a remote sensing instrument depends on view and illumination geometry, and the correlation between PRI and productivity (i.e., carbon uptake) on vegetation structure [2] , [3] , [5] . The effect of vegetation structure on its reflectance complicates the retrieval of foliar biochemistry from remote sensing data (e.g., [6] - [8] ) and is one of the key factors hindering the operational use of PRI in estimating vegetation productivity from space [4] . An example of vegetation structure is the grouping of needles into shoots. Indeed, it is impossible to distinguish the contributions of separate needles in the optical signal of any air-or space-bourne remote sensing instrument. In conifers, the shoot is usually considered the basic scattering element (e.g., [9] - [11] ) and thus, the effect of shoot-level grouping has to be accounted for when interpreting the PRI signal.
Recently, it has been demonstrated that multiangular measurements can be used to overcome many complications associated with utilization of canopy-level PRI. Instead of the value of PRI, the difference in the index measured at different view angles can be used to estimate canopy productivity [2] , [12] , [13] . The approach is based on measuring the difference between PRI for sunlit and shaded leaves by relating view angle to the fraction of visible sunlit foliage. Unless proven otherwise, the PRI of a sunlit (or, equivalently, shaded) conifer shoot cannot be assumed to be independent of the angle from which it is viewed. For example, the scattering properties of Scots pine shoots are strongly anisotropic, and while the scattering directionality is relatively independent of wavelength [14] , this cannot be expected to hold for all directions or specific wavelengths. However, we have not found any earlier reports on the direct effect of viewing direction on the recorded value of the index.
Mathematically, PRI belongs to the family of normalized difference indices (NDIs) calculated by dividing the difference of the optical signal at two wavelengths by the corresponding sum. The best-known of these is the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) [15] . Other NDIs have been developed to investigate different properties of green vegetation [16] . For example, the NDWI [17] measures vegetation water content, SIWSI soil moisture and vegetation moisture stress [18] , and was designed to determine vegetation fraction [19] . The wavelengths used in these indices vary. However, due to their similarity, the mathematical effect of vegetation structure on these indices will be identical.
In this paper, we present a simple method for scaling narrowband NDIs such as PRI in coniferous canopies from needle to shoot level, and vice versa. In addition, we describe the anisotropy (i.e., directional variation) in shoot-level PRI. To illustrate the general nature of the scaling method, we also briefly compare the scaling properties and shoot-level anisotropy of PRI to those of NDVI, the most commonly used vegetation index.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Laboratory Measurements
All measurements were carried out in the facilities of Remote Sensing Laboratories (RSL), University of Zurich, Switzerland, in March 2011. Ten shoots were sampled from Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) trees growing near the campus area so that they covered a wide range of canopy locations. Each sample consisted of two sister-shoots, i.e., same-year shoots growing next to each other. From the sister-shoots, one shoot was used for measuring shoot structural and spectral properties, and the other shoot for measuring simultaneously needle optical properties. Shoots were picked in the morning and stored in a cool dark place until the optical measurements in the same day. For each shoot we measured also the basic structural properties and calculated the ratio of the average shoot silhouette area to total needle area . The aim of optical measurements was to determine the spectral single-scattering albedo of needles and shoots, and , respectively. The spectral single-scattering albedo of a vegetation canopy element is defined as the fraction of intercepted monochromatic radiation with wavelength not absorbed by the canopy element. For brevity, the term single-scattering is dropped from here onwards and we will refer to as spectral albedo.
Directional shoot scattering was measured with an ASD Fieldspec 3 spectroradiometer mounted on the LAGOS goniometer system [20] in an optically black laboratory. We used an angular sampling pattern based on Gauss-Legendre quadrature over the cosine of the polar angle and uniform sampling of the azimuth angle. The total number of quadrature nodes on the full sphere was 72. The illumination source was a 1000 W brightness-stabilized quartz tungsten halogen lamp providing irradiance levels close to that in a beam of direct sunlight. The usable spectral range, limited by lamp spectrum and the sensitivity of the spectroradiometer, was 400 to 2000 nm. The equipment did not allow us to measure shoot scattering in the exact backscatter and forwardscatter directions. Full details of the measurement setup are given in [14] . Before and after measuring each shoot, we recorded the reflectance signal produced by a small Spectralon panel placed in the center of the goniometer. Spectralon measurements allowed us to calculate the theoretical signal produced by an isotropically scattering object with the same cross-section as the shoot. By dividing the measured signal with the theoretical one, we obtained the directional-spectral shoot scattering coefficient . Finally, was integrated over the whole sphere to obtain the shoot spectral albedo . The spectral albedos of needles in the sister-shoot were measured concurrently in a calibration laboratory using a second ASD FieldSpec 3 spectroradiometer and an RTS-3ZC integrating sphere. Three needle samples were prepared per shoot. Each sample consisted of eight to ten randomly selected needles, which were placed parallel to each other at a distance of less than the width of a needle in a specially designed needle sample carrier. Needle reflectance and transmittance measurements were used to calculate the needle spectral albedo . During the measurements, both shoots and needles were exposed to irradiance levels close to that of natural sunlight. The measurements are described in full detail in [21] .
The directional-spectral shoot scattering coefficients were used to calculate the directional shoot-level normalized difference indices and . Using the shoot spectral albedo in (1) or (2) resulted in the spherically averaged shoot-level indices, and , respectively. As the directionality of needle scattering was not measured, we calculated only the spherically averaged needle-level indices and using the needle spectral albedo . The wavelengths used in PRI are given in (1). We used a narrow-band version of NDVI calculated as (2)
B. Scaling Algorithm
To characterize the effect of shoot structure on the two vegetation indices we used the photon recollision probability theory. This theory states that the spectral albedo of a shoot is related to that of a needle for all wavelengths as (3) where is photon recollision probability defined as the probability that a photon, which has been scattered by a needle in a shoot, will interact with the same shoot at least one more time [22] . The wavelength-independent probability was calculated as (4) where is the ratio of the measured average shoot silhouette area to total shoot needle area [22] . The -theory has been verified both using computer simulations [22] and empirical measurements [21] . For a normalized shoot-level difference index [such as (1) or (2)], we obtain from (3) (5) where (6) is the harmonic mean of the needle albedos ( and ) at the two wavelengths used in the index. We used two methods to model the average shoot-level index value. First, we used all data available to us, i.e., we used the measured needle spectral albedo and the measured shoot-specific . Second, we averaged the needle spectral albedos over all shoots and used the average needle spectral albedo in (5) while retaining the individual value for each shoot. This was done to estimate the effect of shoot structure on the index.
C. Directional Dependence of Vegetation Indices
Next, we analyzed the directionality of the two NDIs. For each shoot, we calculated Pearson's correlation coefficient between the directional NDIs ( and is the scattering direction) and shoot directional-spectral scattering coefficient for each wavelength. Due to the small number of shoots and considerable noise levels [14] leading to potential outliers, we chose the median correlation coefficient for each wavelength, together with the minimum and maximum values to characterize the spectral dependence of correlation. Thus, we obtained median correlation coefficients and as functions of wavelength. To compare with shoot spectra, we also calculated the median shoot albedo for each wavelength. For each wavelength, we tested for the statistical significance of the regression ( versus ) at the significance level . Similarly, we tested for a correlation of with the scattering direction . Shoot scattering can be efficiently described using a bi-Lambertian model which describes total shoot scattering as the sum of two components: isotropic and Lambertian [14] . While isotropic scattering contributes equally to all directions, the Lambertian component enhances shoot scattering in backward directions only. As the name implies, the Lambertian component introduces a linear dependence between the cosine of the scattering angle (the angle between and incidence direction, equals exact backscatter direction). Thus, we looked for a correlation and a statistically significant regression between the directional and separately for (forward-scattering directions) and (backward-scattering directions).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Scaling PRI and NDVI
According to (5) , scaling from needle to shoot level is accomplished by multiplying by the scaling factor . This factor is a function of the shoot structural parameter and the mean needle albedo . For small values of and , the scaling factor is close to unity. This corresponds to sparse shoots (low probability of hitting needles within the same shoot again) and wavelengths where needle pigments or its other constituents absorb. For the two indices studied here, the harmonic means (6) are almost equal and varied between 0.24 and 0.52 [21] . Thus, the scaling factors for all shoots were significantly different from unity, yet almost identical for the two indices.
Our measurements and computations indicate that (spherically averaged) shoot PRI is mostly determined by needle PRI [see Fig. 1(a) ]: using the average needle spectrum when scaling from needle to shoot level produces unrealistic results with little between-shoot variation. Needle NDVI values, on the other hand, show much less relative variation [see Fig. 1(b) , Table I ] compared with PRI. Scaling to shoot level decreases variation even further. Using the average needle NDVI in the scaling model produces variation similar to that recorded in measurements or obtained from model containing actual needle measurements [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Thus, for NDVI, the scaling is determined by shoot-level structure, not needle optical properties.
The differences in the scaling properties of PRI and NDVI can be explained by the origins of the variation in . For the ten shoots, PRI at needle level contained more information than NDVI and this information was transfered to shoot level. The high correlation between and at the two PRI wavelengths (see Table I ) indicates that variation in shoot PRI is, similarly to that of a needle, mostly due to variations in needle pigment concentrations [23] , [24] for the ten shoots which had grown in different light conditions. The range in PRI among the needles of the ten measured shoots is relatively large, similar to the seasonal variation in Scots pine needle PRI in Hyytiälä, Finland [24] . We therefore expect that the variation in PRI described here covers most of the natural and geographical variation for this species. The between-shoot variation in is smaller than that for (see Table I ). This, together with the lack of correlation between and , indicates that the (relatively small) variation in is indeed caused by natural fluctuations and the values for all shoots are not different considering the measurement accuracy. Therefore, the small variation in the modeled evident in Fig. 1(b) is mostly caused by shoot structure.
The overall accuracy of the scaling model based on -theory varies. Naturally, the accuracy of the -theory in scaling the indices using (5) is limited by the overall performance of the theory in predicting shoot scattering. Although the applicability of the theory has been demonstrated experimentally [21] , -theory does not explicitly take into account the intricate details of how photons are scattered within shoots, e.g., the spectral variation in needle scattering directionality. However, for both PRI and NDVI, the model (5) predicts (generally correctly) that the absolute value of shoot-level is larger than the corresponding needle-level value, . The model underestimates the change for PRI and overestimates it for NDVI. This can be explained by the fact that the recollision probability is not exactly constant for the entire needle albedo range covered by the two indices. Additionally, the measurement protocol does not guarantee that the initial PRI for needles and shoots is exactly equal as we used sister-shoots for the needle measurements.
The changes in PRI caused by xantophyll cycle pigments happen on the time scale of a few minutes [1] and had most likely already taken place while we adjusted the shoot in the light beam before making any spectral measurements. Longerterm PRI changes may occur due to adjustments in other leaf pigment pools. We analyzed the recorded spectra for each shoot and found no evident temporal trends in its key spectral characteristics during the measurements [14] . Thus, we conclude that the pools of pigments determining the optical properties of needles were sufficiently stable throughout the experiment. However, the detached shoots were exposed to high irradiance for elongated times (about one hour for shoots, more than ten minutes for needles) with an unknown effect on PRI. Therefore, in the light of the many causes of uncertainty discussed above, we consider the results in Fig. 1 satisfactory. 
B. Directional Dependence of PRI and NDVI
An illustration of the directionality of both vegetation indices, and , as well as shoot spectral-directional scattering coefficient in green (between 550 and 565 nm) is given in Fig. 2 . Two shoots were selected for this illustration, one producing an almost isotropic PRI [see Fig. 2(a)-(c) ] and one with a strong directional peak [see Fig. 2(d)-(f) ]. These two shoots represent the typical range in the scattering properties among the ten sampled shoots (see Fig. 3 ). For NDVI (see Fig. 3(b) ), some of the outliers exceed unity thus indicating negative reflectance values measured in red for some directions caused by measurement noise.
Directional variation in is similar in range to between-shoot variation [see Fig. 3(a) ], while between-shoot variation in is considerably smaller than variation for individual shoots [see Fig. 3(b) )]. The directional variations in both indices are correlated with the directional shoot scattering coefficient in many parts of the analyzed spectrum (Fig. 4) . The correlation coefficient of and was always positive, i.e., in the directions where the shoot looked brighter, it also seemed to have a higher (i.e, less negative) PRI. The opposite was true for NDVI: scattering coefficient and NDVI were always correlated negatively. The spectra of both and strongly resemble that of the whole shoot [see Fig. 4(a) ]. This is confirmed by Fig. 4(b) : the correlation is stronger at the wavelengths where the shoot is darker and the median correlation coefficients depend clearly and nonlinearly on median shoot albedo.
The correlation is at its weakest in the near infrared [see Fig. 4(a) ]. However, even at 780 nm where shoot absorption is at its lowest, the correlation remains statistically significant for four [in case of ] or five shoots [in case of ] (Table II) . In green (560 nm) and red (680 nm) parts of the spectrum, where a shoot absorbs more, the correlations are almost exclusively significant (see Table II ). Although the correlations are significant for many parts of the spectrum, the coefficients of determination remain low: (see Table II ). The correlations between the two NDIs and the scattering angle, on the other hand, are generally not significant for a majority of shoots (Table II) . This is further quantified by in Table II which shows the number of shoots for which the regression was positive (i.e., ). For a dependence to be systematic and generally applicable, has to be either very small (close to zero) or approaching sample size (in this study, 10). In three out of four cases presented in Table II , the ten shoots are divided almost equally between positive and negative correlations. For the relationships between shoot directional scattering coefficient and at all three wavelengths presented in Table II , the sign of the correlation coefficient varies rarely between individual shoots.
Based on the same shoot scattering measurements it was previously shown [14] that depends strongly on the scattering angle, especially in the backward-scattering hemisphere . Indeed, average shoot scattering was fitted well by an isotropic-Lambertion model where, in the backward directions, isotropic scattering was accompanied by a component linear with . The correlation between and was statistically significant for at the significance level almost universally across the whole spectrum [14] . In the forward scattering directions, this correlation was usually insignificant.
Based on earlier research [14] and our analysis, shoot scattering is correlated with both the cosine of scattering angle (for ) and the two NDIs. At the same time, NDIs and are generally uncorrelated. This decoupling of and allows to analyze the physical mechanisms determining the specific isotropic scattering patterns of conifer shoots: a possible explanation for the decoupling is that the directionality in is caused by a mechanism different than that dominating the directionality of the spectral shoot scattering coefficient, . We suggest that this mechanism is specular reflection on needle surfaces. Indeed, specular reflection is generally assumed to be small [25] and cannot be responsible for the strong shoot scattering directionality reported by Mõttus et al. [14] . Only at wavelengths where the needle interior absorbs almost all light entering it, is specular reflection expected to provide a significant contribution to needle albedo. Accordingly, our measurements show that the correlation coefficients and are functions of needle albedo with stronger correlations at wavelengths where the needles absorb more (Fig. 4 , Table II ). The correlation between directional scattering coefficient and directional NDIs does not disappear completely in NIR where shoots absorb very little radiation. This can be explained by the small, yet nonzero, contribution of specular reflection at these wavelengths. Also, the signs of and agree with this interpretation. If the signal at wavelengths where the needles absorb was largely contributed by specular reflection, the value of any in this direction would be closer to zero than in other directions. Thus, if the directionality of indices was caused by specular scattering, and , which is in agreement with our results.
Based on Fig. 3 , the directional variation in PRI is too strong to be simply ignored in analyzing multiangular measurements. However, the directionality of scattering as a function of view and illumination angles is difficult to quantify. If the directionality of PRI of individual shoots is indeed driven mainly by specular reflection, it carries no information on needle biochemistry and depends on simple geometric considerations: view and illumination angles, and the angular distribution of needle surfaces. However, to correct for specular effects, a quantitative model relating shoot specular scattering to view direction has to be developed. For a correct interpretation of directional PRI signal, the quantitative model has to include canopy structural effects also on scales other than the shoot.
IV. CONCLUSION
PRI scales reasonably well between two different structural levels (needles and shoots) in coniferous canopies. Scaling tends to increase the absolute value of the index with structural level while retaining the biochemical information potentially contained in the index. Mathematically, the conversion factor for scaling a normalized difference index (such as PRI) between canopy structural levels is a simple function of two quantities: 1) the harmonic mean of the spectral albedo of the smaller structural level at the wavelengths used in the index; and 2) the spectrally invariant photon recollision parameter . The directional dependence of PRI is of the order of between-shoot variation and has to be considered when analyzing multiangular spectral measurements. The variations in the index with view angle may be largely caused by specular reflectance on needle surfaces.
